Chevy trucks c10

Chevrolet C10 trucks, especially those from to , have become insanely popular. We remember
being able to buy clean ones for a few grand, but that ship has sailed in terms of price. They're
also popular platforms for LS or Vortec Swaps and with a cavernous engine bay, featuring tons
of hood clearance, fitting an LS or LT if you're fat with cash is even easier than it is with our
muscle cars. What it all comes down to is clearance and how the engine mounts fit to the frame.
Also, we generally find that the firewall is a bit different compared to a car which allows you to
play with the LS engine placement a bit. This kit is for to C10s, but they offer the same kit for
earlier and later versions as well. The kit includes perches, engine mount adapters, engine
pads, full length ceramic coated headers, adjustable transmission crossmember, and a bunch
of hardware for right around bucks. For a C10 we recommend their long adapter plates which
have over 3 inches of adjustability. This not only helps with oil pan clearance, but with the
exhaust system as well. They also offer a shorter, more compact, version with one and a half
inches of adjustability. The long-slot plate provides up to 3-inches of forward movement and a
half inch of rear movement for a total of 3 and a half inches of adjustability. This really help dials
in the optimal engine placement in terms of the component clearance issues we mentioned
before, but also helping snug the engine up to the firewall for better weight balance, which
helps in the handling department. Just about all LS engine plate systems on the market come
with a polyurethane engine mounts. The PolyPlus ones from CPP will be less harsh than a solid
mount, yet not spongy like a factory-style rubber mount would be. The kit also includes the
hardware and gaskets. They are offered with various finishes from raw to black or silver ceramic
coatings. Also in the kit is tubular transmission crossmember and poly mount. Once your
engine is located they can be bolted or welded to the frame in the proper place depending on
your transmission choice. This fully baffled aluminum gallon tank can be had with a traditional
side fill requires a small C-notch in the frame , or bed fill like we went with. The tank includes a
lph internal pump. The 20 gallon capacity is great and we liked that it came with a modern type
"no need to remove" fill cap. While this was about getting an LS installed in your C10 project
you'll also have to address items such as a front drive system, but the vast number of choices
on the internet has made that easy for almost any budget. You will also need to run that new LS
engine and for this we really like new Terminator X kits from Holley. For around a grand you get
everything needed to fire up your 24x or 58x LS mill in one easy package that can be tuned with
a handheld or dialed in at the pros on a chassis dyno. So there you have it, doing an LS swap,
or LT swap, on a C10 truck is no harder, and in some ways easier, than in a popular Chevy car.
So grab some tools and get busy updating your Chevy C Close Ad. Steven Rupp Writer,
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service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner,
33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer.
Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new
staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and
trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of
approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a
clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary
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of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only
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Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Pickup trucks were once the most prominent vehicles
on the road in the s. Many of them were made and sold for traveling. Now, these classic vehicles
have become rare vintage collectibles, an item to keep for nostalgic purposes or for leisurely
driving. The Chevrolet C10 is itself a popular classic truck. During this time, Chevrolet had made
changes to their engineering and styling methods after trucks with the General Motors brand
were released. The Chevrolet C10 was meant to be the predecessor of the Chevy Task Force
series trucks. Although it has been lost in the long list of pickup trucks, it is still a classic
pickup truck remembered by many, especially fans of antique trucks. So what makes the
Chevrolet C10 a special classic truck? One of the main features of any vehicle is its engine
specs. The Chevrolet C10, along with other trucks manufactured by Chevrolet in the same year,
had both and cubic-inch, six-cylinder engines, although buyers could then opt for the
cubic-inch V-8 engine instead. The Chevrolet C10 only had an independent coil-spring front
suspension setup. The hood of the Chevrolet C10 consisted of a streamlined casing, or nacelle,
inspired by aircraft designs. The interior cab was redesigned from older Chevrolet truck models.
It also had a flatter windshield as compared to "wraparound" windshields from older Chevrolet
models. This design allowed for more convenient boarding and alighting from the Chevrolet
C10, although the main reason behind changing the windshield was as "wraparound"
windshields were rare to find as replacements. The Chevrolet C10 also had self-adjusting
brakes. Behind the cabin, the pickup box is different from earlier Chevrolet pickup truck
models; that is, they expanded the pickup box to stretch the truck's full width. The standard
variants of the Chevrolet C10 had normal white grills, while the deluxe variants had a high-shine
anodized aluminum grill. They had a new design when compared to other vehicles. Chevrolet's
famous chrome grills were not available for the Chevrolet C10 from to Owners had the option of
choosing the Fleetside version or the Stepside version of the Chevrolet C In the Fleetside
version of the Chevrolet C10, the exterior of the bed of the truck is flat while the wheel well
arches are contained within the bed, while the Stepside version of the Chevrolet C10 has the
wheel arches outside the bed with a small step, leaving a perfectly rectangular space inside the
box. These different body versions were made by General Motors. Unfortunately, you can only
have an AM radio in the Chevrolet C10, as FM radio was not available for Chevrolet trucks from
to Although the Chevrolet C10 is rather old, it still has features like four-way flashing lights,
self-canceling turn signals, and tilt steering, all for the driver's convenience. The Chevrolet C10
is known to be a very reliable truck. Even now, the Chevrolet C10's performance will not
disappoint antique vehicle collectors or everyday drivers. A driver once drove a second hand
Chevrolet C10 for 2, miles across the state after buying it in Although it has been 50 years, most
Chevrolet C10s are still in good condition, although most trucks that you can find now are
modified to an extent for better performance and reliability. Despite the far wider tires, it is easy
to steer the Chevrolet C10 around. It can reach 60 miles per hour without any problems,
although it is preferable not to push the engine. In fact, if you search for it online, you will find
many articles talking about modifying the vehicle. The exterior paint can be replaced by
blocking and sanding the surface, then adding a layer of any other color. Even a Dakota Digital
speedometer adaptor can be added to the factory instrumentation to fully utilize all of the
Chevrolet C10's factory gauges, instead of the original speedometer. If you're not a fan of the
AM-only radio, you can install a classical FM radio and maintain the car's classic design. The
engine can be modified to one's preference, such as a 6. However, finding parts for the
Chevrolet C10 may also be painful. As it is a rather old vehicle, some parts are either not
manufactured anymore or are not in abundant supply, such as the wraparound windshields.
Still, why should one be modifying a truck? The Chevrolet C10 is beautiful on its own; it should
not be modified just like these classic trucks. Still, if you prefer something more sleek and
minimal and requires less maintenance, you should definitely check out these classic cars. By
Marcus Njuguna Published Jan 07, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Via: Dream car sellers. It
depends on whether one wants to customize a Chevy C10 or leave it bone stock. In general,
stock Chevy C10 trucks aren't good daily drivers. There are numerous upgrades that can be
made to Chevy C10 trucks to make them more enjoyable to drive. The s brought revolutionary
change to Chevy C10 and GMC light-duty trucks, and by the second phase in the series of
Chevy C10 and GMC trucks arrived with a classic Harry Bradley design that has never faded
from popularity. In the most popular truck to feature on the cover of Custom Classic Trucks or
Classic Trucks magazine was a Ford F , but by the most popular truck to place on cover was a
Chevy C10 truck. It's interesting to note Chevy C10 designer Harry Bradley's small-window
design for the second series of Chevy C10 trucks created a riff in the classic truck market.
Typically, whether it be a Chevy, Ford, or Dodge pickup truck , the big-window rear window
option cost a little more when bought new and adds a lot more money to the price of a classic

pickup on the used truck market. The small-window cab for Chevy C10 trucks was a pet feature
of Harry Bradley. He wanted the small-window cab to give the driver and passenger the feel of
riding in a hot coupeâ€”something like a Ford three-window coupe. For Chevy C10 trucks and
GMC trucks the big-window option was called the Panoramic rear window and was available at
no additional cost. Interestingly in today's classic truck market Chevy C10 trucks with a
small-window cab are more in demand than Chevy C10 trucks with a Panoramic rear window.
The introduction of Chevy C10 pickup trucks and GMC pickup trucks saw all new styling
deviating entirely with new sheetmetal extending from a longer nose to lower overall height and
a tightened box-to-cab gap. A vast improvement over exposed latches and chains found on to
Chevy C10 trucks, second-series to Chevy C10 trucks featured concealed tailgate latches and
supports with a center-mounted latch control handle to facilitate one-handed operation. Chevy
C10 Stepside pickups for feature new rear fender styling to match the new styling of the cab and
front fenders. RPO B98â€”a very rare, seldom-seen option introduced for Stepside pickups in
â€”are trim moldings used for the front fenders, front doors, and cab rear quarter panels
accented with black paint fill. Interesting for C10 historians to note: RPO B98 trim moldings for
the Fleetside pickup box, in addition to being available as factory option, the Fleetside pickup
trim moldings were also available as a dealer-installed accessory. The year witnessed a radical
redesign for not only Chevy C10 truck body styles. The folks over at the Ford Motor Company
kept pace with the introduction of the Ford F pickup with a complete restyle, but Chevrolet beat
Ford by offering pickup truck buyers more options. For instance, the choice of a wood or steel
bed floor or the option of a big or small rear window. Ford F trucks for to were only available
with a steel bed floor and big rear window. Always an argument starter since because all of the
major body partsâ€”cab, bed, front fenders, hood, and grilleâ€”are interchangeable on to Chevy
C10 trucks, there is always the possibility of stating the wrong year model. The bottom line:
Whatever year is on the title of a to Chevy C10 truck is the model year of the truck. Beyond
earning his honorific "Mr. October" nickname during the World Series, Reggie Jackson is a
well-known and knowledgeable Chevrolet collector. Reggie has an eye for finding the best of
the best unmolested vehicles, and his Chevy C10 works great to illustrate an unmolested Chevy
C Finding out the first two letters on the VIN prefix will reveal if a Chevy C10 came factory
equipped with a six-cylinder or a V-8 engine. Typically, the first thing done to upgrade and
customize a to Chevy C10 is swap out the six-cylinder engine to a V The base engine
displacement for was increased from inches to with hp. With the introduction of the
second-series C10 in , engine displacement options increased all the way up to including the
same inch V-8 engine equipped in the base model SS Chevelle. In the C10 truck with the same
specifications, including In mid-season for the Chevy C10, a four-barrel carburetor option was
offered for the inch V-8, but it wasn't continued as an option for From until the V-8 was the only
V-8 engine available for Chevy pickups. In the V-8 introduced for Corvette and Chevy passenger
cars in was offered as the largest-displacement Chevy C10 engine choice for , detuned as a
truck engine. In the V-8 was replaced by the V-8 as the base V-8 engine and continued until as
the Chevy C10 base V In the V-8 was the largest small-block offered, and the V-8 was the largest
big-block V-8 offered. In the V-8 was superseded by the big-block inch V-8 and continued until
the end of the second-series Chevy C10 line in It's like finding gold if it is still thereâ€”SPID is
an acronym for the service parts identification label plate found located inside the glovebox
door if it hasn't been peeled off or obscured with wear. Reading the SPID reveals almost
everything one would like to know about how their to Chevy C10 truck came equipped from the
factory. Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. This truck is more for cruising than
popping wheelies and will cruise a 70 on We have everything from Corvettes to Cadi
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llacs, including: C Who didn't want one of these trucks, lifted and sitting tall, back when they
were new? Well, it's time to relive the past with this Chevrolet K10 pickup , which has obviously
enjoyed a rather significant makeover. With in-your-face Well the road stops here. This
Chevrolet C10 Pickup is the Scottsdale model and is a nice solid driving All New Interior and all
new exterior paint. New Tires drive this truck any where Needs a little TLC sold as is were is. All
original. Bed liner, , turbo tranny. Brand new tires, power windows, power locks, two sets of
keys, dash mat, rubber floor In same family for over 30 years basecoat clearcoat paint interior
redone new bilt Few Standard Its very restorable 40 year old truck drives great. Sort By. Date
recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest
first. On page 20 40 Des Moines, IA. Make offer. Lithia Springs, GA. Bothell, WA. Cadillac, MI.
Calabasas, CA. Other Chevrolet Models.

